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NFL Draft 2015 Scouting Report: SAF Damarious 

Randall, Arizona State 

FS/SS grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update info as it becomes available. 

  

I would say that Damarious Randall is probably going to move Cornerback, sooner rather than later, 

versus playing Free Safety in the NFL. He’ll be fine at either position, and it lets you know the kind of 

Safety prospect Randall is. He’s not the intimidator-type safety. He's the sit back and ball hawk kind. 

My first glance at Randall’s performance numbers in awe. His tackle totals are terrific…106 total tackles 

in 2014 (8.2 per game), and 82% of those tackles were solo tackles. When you mix that with his terrific 

NFL Combine numbers: a 4.4+ runner with agility on par with a Cornerback…you think he’s going to be 

this off-the-charts Safety/CB prospect combo. Only, when you watch the tape, it’s a different guy. 

I cannot recall one great tackle Randall made while watching his tape. I saw a guy dropping into 

coverage a lot, and nosing in on passes with great anticipation…a guy who might get to some action and 

latch on to a ballcarrier to allow his body weight to bring him to the ground. He’s not a guy who will 

wipe out ballcarriers solo in the NFL, and/or strike fear in their hearts. If I had the wherewithal, I’d go 

back and recount Randall’s tackle totals from each game tape, because the lofty tackle numbers and the 

guy on tape/in my notes are not the same guy. I didn’t see all these tackles. 

That’s not to say he isn’t an NFL prospect, he is…but don’t get the impression from his game logs he is 

this heavy-hitter; he isn’t. He is more Cornerback than Safety, and makes for a really nice Free Safety—a 

player who can roam the field in coverage, and make tackles when needed. He’s not going to be an NFL 

run stopper, or All-Pro player fans love. He’ll just be a really solid part of the team. 

Randall gives you a couple of NFL options, which increases his draft stock. He could be a nice, solid #2 

starting CB…not a lock down #1 CB, just a really reliable part of a duo. He can also jump out at Free 

Safety as needed, especially if he adds 5+ pounds of muscle. He has very good cover skills at Safety, and 

is a so-so, undersized tackler. You get a useful player here, but I’m not sure you’re getting a shot at a 

future superstar. 
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Damarious Randall, Through the Lens of Our SAF Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Damarious Randall pulled down 106 tackles in 2014, an impressive total, but then you look over and see 

his partner at Safety (Jordan Simone) grabbed 100 tackles as well. Either this ASU defense lends itself to 

DB tackle totals, or numbers are getting fluffed here. I saw Simone as a more active tackler than Randall 

while scouting Randall’s games. 

Randall started out the 2014 season on fire for tackles: 10.2 per game with 10 or more in four of his first 

five games. Over his final 8 college games, he faded back to a more normal 6.9 tackles per game. 

In 2013, Randall had two huge game for tackles: 17 vs. Notre Dame and 12 vs. Arizona…14.5 tackles per 

game. In his other 10 games in 2013, he averaged 4.2 tackles per game. For some reason, Randall is 

prone to tackle-count spikes in his performance, and we cannot tell why…or know whether the ‘high’ 

counts are totally accurate. 

Randall had six picks in his two-year career, and none of them against a ranked opponent. 

I’m not meaning to bash Randall, I just don’t want anyone thinking he is this awesome tackling Safety—I 

really don’t see that at all. 

Physically, he is arguably the fastest, most-agile Safety from the NFL Combine. He’d qualify as one of the 

fastest/most agile Cornerbacks as well. NFL-speed and agility he has…a tackling spirit, he does not. 

 

 

 

The Historical SAF Prospects to Whom Damarious Randall Most Compares Within Our 

System: 

 

The computer likes Cedric Griffin as a comparison, a solid NFL Safety…I immediately thought of Jimmie 

Ward (also on this list). Ward was the top-ranked Safety for some headed into last year’s NFL Draft. He 

was another quick, thinner-frame Safety that people thought could be a Free Safety or Cornerback. He 

was also a Safety prospect we didn’t like...a ‘tweener’ adding up to mediocre for the NFL for us—and I 

have fear of that for Randall for Randall as well. We like Randall a lot more than Ward as NFL prospects. 
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Overall Last First Yr College H
T 

HT Wght Tackle 
Strngth 
Metrics 

Speed 
Cover 
Metric 

Strong 
Safety 

Free 
Safety 

7.42 Randall Damarious 2015 Arizona St 5 10.7 196 6.15 8.55 43% 57% 

7.00 Griffin Cedric 2006 Texas 6 0.1 199 6.25 7.41 39% 61% 

6.35 Vereen Brock 2014 Minnesota 5 11.5 199 5.59 6.51 24% 76% 

5.66 Amaya Jon 2010 Nevada 6 0.6 203 6.43 7.81 47% 53% 

6.68 Aubery Josh 2013 S.F. Austin 5 10.3 199 5.79 6.72 23% 77% 

4.06 Ward Jimmie 2014 No. Illinois 5 10.5 193 4.24 6.07 24% 76% 

7.73 Thomas Earl 2010 Texas 5 10.2 202 7.15 8.93 27% 73% 

 

*The ratings are based on a 1–10 rating scale, but a prospect can score over 10.0+ and less than 0.0. 

OVERALL RATING -- We merge the data from physical measurables, skill times/counts from the NFL 

Combine/Pro Days, with college performance data available on pass coverage/tackles, etc. and grade it 

compared to our database history of all college SS/FS prospects, with a focus on which SS/FS prospects 

went on to be good-great-elite in the NFL. We found characteristics/data points that the successful NFL 

SS/FS's had in common in college, that most other SS/FS prospects could not match/achieve. 

Scoring with a rating over a 7.0+ in our system is where we start to take a SS/FS prospect more seriously. 

Most of the future NFL-successful college SS/FS prospects scored 8.0+ in our system, and most of the 

NFL-superior FS/SSs pushed ratings more in the 9–10.0+ levels overall. Future NFL busts will sneak into 

the 8.0+ rating range from time to time. 

TACKLE/STRENGTH METRIC -- A combination of physical measurables and college performance, 

graded historically for future NFL profiling. In the simplest of terms, this is an attempt to classify the 

SS/FS as one more likely to be involved in a heavy amount of tackles, forced fumbles, and physical hits to 

separate a WR from the ball. It also gives some insight into the "toughness" of a player, if it is possible to 

quantify that (this is our attempt to). 

SPEED/COVERAGE METRIC -- A combination of several speed, agility, size measurements as well as 

college performance. A unique measuring system to look for SS/FS prospects that profile for superior 

coverage skills and abilities. 

 

 

2015 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Right now, Randall is tracking as being picked between the early 2nd-round and somewhere in the 3rd-

round…a #40-100 type of prospect—kinda all over the board. If Jimmie Ward can sneak into the 1st-

round (#30 last year), Randall might get in the late 1st-round as well. I suspect he’ll go around picks #40-

60. 
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If I were an NFL GM, I’d rather have the CB/S hybrids who had high CB athleticism with hard-hitting 

Safety tendencies…like Eric Rowe and Byron Jones. Randall is more a coverage Safety and Corner, a guy 

more destined to be a nickel or dime back. I don’t see him as a for sure every down star, so I don’t think 

I could use a 2nd-round pick here…it’s a poor ROI. I’d like him as a 3rd/4th+ rounder. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

If Randall joins an established defense where he can just sit back and ball hawk, then he could be a 

terrific producer of picks right out of the box. If he joins a dysfunctional/broken defense, he’s going to 

get lost, potentially. He could start out his NFL journey as a Free Safety, but convert to CB quickly, 

because it’s the tougher spot to fill. He’ll be useful for his NFL team, but 'future star' is not as likely. 
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